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year’s September championship was done in the dark—
not a metaphor.

Uncontested at Winged Foot, in addition to the
champion’s excellence of play, is the disquieting realization
that the U.S.G.A. and The R&A lost performance control
of our game’s ball and implements at least ten years ago,
probably more. Aluminum bats at Lord’s
Cricket Ground and Yankee Stadium.
While Bryson DeChambeau’s performance was extraordinary - the only player
under par for the championship - it was the
success of both Mr. DeChambeau and Matthew Wolff’s nouveau methods for driving
their golf balls great distances with scant
accuracy and, more importantly, finding
the four inch rough where their drives often
finished only a minor obstacle. There was
little chopping it out unless a tree interfered
on the line of play.
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Asterisks Everywhere

Mr. DeChambeau’s performance simply overwhelmed
the annually tedious player belly aching about an unfair
U.S. Open course setup. Mr. DeChambeau (-6) won by
six strokes. How did that happen?
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More poignant than that question
is that both Mr. DeChambeau and Mr.
Wolff’s distance and control raised profound feelings of disquiet that golf is on a
path that will, if it hasn’t already, destroy
what has drawn golfers to the game for
centuries.

At some earlier time, the Alan Turings
of our game came to the conclusion that
a player cannot make a double bogey and
win the U.S. Open. However, the first time
WINGED FOOT Winged Foot hosted the national championship (1929), Bobby Jones won with two
120TH
double bogeys over the first three holes of
As required, the national championship
his first round; and two triple bogeys durwas an exacting puzzle calling for a calcuing his fourth round! His seven strokes at
lated solution. As Doyle Lonnegan (Robert Shaw) comthe
7th
hole
of
the final round follow here in his words.
mented in The Sting (1973), “Figure it out, Kelly.” And
[After
finding
the
bunker with an off-line approach]:
so they did; and so they have.
All elements of a necessarily excruciating test were
presented at Winged Foot: length (7,500 yards) narrow
fairways (+/- 25 yards) that turn left and right, four inch
rough (cut from five inches shortly before the start), deep
bunkers, and large, highly contoured greens offering tight
hole locations. This great field of play was arguably the
strongest test we have ever seen.
To their credit, the U.S.G.A. never lost agronomic or
strategic control of the course’s presentation. With nearly
three hours less daylight than Father’s Day week during a
typical U.S. Open June date, all maintenance during this

®

I felt that might be considered an unlucky break,
but I had had several unlucky ones and anyway the
bunker was not difficult ... My shot out of the bunker
was not bad either, but the green sloped away and
was keener than I expected. The ball kept trickling
and barely tumbled over the edge of another bunker
this time in a nasty place under the bank. Anything
might happen then. It did. Back across the green I
went into the bunker I had just left, this time out
successfully and two putts for a 7. Once having seen
how easily it could be done, I became afraid of every
second shot, afraid of going into another bunker. I
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tried to steer them all, and I got the usual reward for
my pains. I have played the first 7 holes [of the fourth
round] in 1 under 4s; I played the last 11 [holes] 2
under 5s. The first disaster was one of [those] things
that can happen anytime you lower your guard. The
balance of the round was an agony of anxiety.
Mr. Jones won the U.S. Open twice before (Inwood,
1923 and Scioto, 1926). He won the 1928 U.S. Amateur (Brae Burn) the previous September. In the nine
months between his U.S. Amateur victory and his arrival
at Winged Foot, he played only eight rounds of golf weekend games.

U.S.G.A. did not have a target score, they just wanted
Winged Foot to be Winged Foot; the 2017 rebuild of the
course by Gil Hanse included 40 milies of drainage and
the SubAir system under all the greens allowing precise
management of the playing surfaces; and that this “new”
Winged Foot would brook “no let up” in the competitive
demands it would make; the Club’s charter stipulated
that the course was to be built to host championships,
and so it has.

Pre-championship betting odds included all the usual
suspects: Dustin Johnson, number one player in the
world, who won two
of the final three tour
The 12 foot,
events of the 2019downhill, sloping putt
2020 season—includhe made at Winged
ing the Tour ChampiFoot’s 18th, the 72nd
onship—was favored;
of the championship,
Jon Rahm, whose
forced a playoff (36
season included two
holes at that time) the
wins, including the
following day with
week before the Tour
Al Espinosa, which
Championship, was
Mr. Jones won by 23
second behind Mr.
strokes.
Johnson; and Justin
Thomas was third
O.B. Keeler, the
favored, having won
Atlanta Journal
three times during the
sports writer known
season. Many insiders
for his reporting
felt that Mr. Thomas
throughout Mr. Jones’
Finishing at Winged Foot [pre Wuhan] by Tag Galyean
had the edge due to
career wrote, “I will
his
driving accuracy,
always believe that the
which proved to be largely a non-factor.
remainder of Bobby’s career hung on that putt and that
from this stemmed the Grand Slam of 1930”.
So it is possible to win the U.S. Open having made
double and even triple bogies. Mr. DeChambeau, however, did no such thing last month. It was understandably
anticipated that Winged Foot would be exacting. Prior
to the start, Rees Jones, the Open Doctor and highly
respected golf course architect, described it as perhaps
“the toughest [venue] in championship golf ”—a first and
second shot course with
high rough, deep bunkers,
Wednesday Evening
and predominantly conLadbroke Odds
cave greens. Winged Foot’s
D. Johnson 8/1
putting greens are a form
J. Rahm 9/1
of hazard because their
J.
Thomas 14/1
contours can hide hole
X. Schauffele 14/1
locations.
C. Morikawa 16/1
John Bodenhammer,
R. McIlroy 16/1
U.S.G.A. Senior Managing
B. DeChambeau 22/1
Director, Championships,
W. Simpson 22/1
made these points: The

Player of the Year

One 2020 Major v. Six in 2021
P.G.A. Tour policy stipulates a beginning and end to their
seasonal competitive year three months before the end of the
calendar year. This is to done to garner a Tour Championship
television audience that is less reduced by those who may prefer watching college football.
In non-Wuhan years, this means the four major championships have been played by the time The Player of the Year
Award is voted upon by tour players in September.
However, the 2020 P.G.A. Tour competitive calendar included only one major championship—the P.G.A. Championship played last August in San Francisco.
Should this same Player of the Year policy continue into
the tour’s 2021 season, and there is no reason to think it will
not, six major championships will be included in the 2021
Player of the Year voting: the 2020 U.S. Open (Sept.), the
2020 Masters (Nov.), and the four 2021 regularly-scheduled
majors.
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“An Agony of Anxiety”
Play Begins

Having the advantage of some days to reflect and
fake wisdom, we can write that Mr. DeChambeau, from
the beginning, traqué (stalked) Winged Foot and by
extension the U.S. Open. His first round, in which he
led in none of the strokes-gained categories [see page 4]
was his worst round. His third round was nearly as unaccomplished, but in the second and fourth rounds Mr.
DeChambeau shined so brightly that his duller play was
forgiven.
Thursday was Mr. Thomas’ day. He found 64 per
cent of the fairways from the tee, 14 of 18 greens in regulation, took just 28 putts, made 6 birdies, and finished in
the lead by 1 stroke with 65.
Both Patrick Reed and Mr. Wolff posted 66s. Mr.
Reed hit just 36 per cent of the fairways, 12 greens,
but took just 25 putts. Mr. Wolff hit only 43 per cent
of the fairways, just 11 greens, but made 5 birdies. Mr.
DeChambeau found only half the fairways, 12 greens in
regulation, made 3 birdies, and 2 bogies to finish four
strokes behind Mr. Thomas.
The course played softer than expected—fewest
rounds in the 80s in U.S. Open history—and there was
unconfirmed speculation that the U.S.G.A. set things a
bit easier so that everyone would finish before
sunset at 7p.m. True or
not that was about to
change.
“Yeah,” reflected Mr.
Thomas, “it was a really,
really solid round of
golf. It’s one of the best
rounds I’ve played in a
while tee to green. There
are a couple things here
and there that definitely
could have been better, but I made sure all of my misses
were in the right spot, and that’s what you have to do at
a U.S. Open.” Thursday was the last we would see Mr.
Thomas as the leader.
As Friday dawned, Winged Foot, like a jealous
mythical goddess, went back to remorselessly crushing
dreams. Only three players finished under par for the
day: Mr. DeChambeau (68), Bubba Watson (69), and
Hidei Matsuyama (69). It was the largest scoring average
increase from round one to round two in U.S. Open
history (2.69 strokes).

Mr. Watson, who started at 7:34 from the 1st tee, described the conditions. “No. 1, gosh, we had, everybody
was hitting little sand wedges in there [on Thursday].
Today, I think I had a 7-iron in there just because of the
cold and the wind.”
Playing from the 10th tee in the afternoon wave, Mr.
Reed emerged as the unlikely 36-hole leader due more
to his 66 on Thursday than his 70 on Friday. With a
realistic view, Mr. Reed recognized that he could not
manhandle the longer shots at Winged Foot and had to
concentrate on the shorter strokes for making birdies.
Mr. Reed hit only five greens in regulation in each of
the first two rounds! On Thursday, however, he gained
more than five strokes over Mr. DeChambeau with his
approach shots and putting. Mr. DeChambeau adjusted
before Friday’s round and the result was that he led the
entire field in strokes gained, but Mr. Reed’s three stroke
advantage in putting moved him into the 36-hole lead at
four under par—one better than Mr. DeChambeau.
Friday was the last we would see Mr. Reed as the
leader. His segmented excellence did not continue. The
cut came at 146 (+6) leaving 61 to play on the weekend.
Saturday lived up to its rather silly nickname as
moving day. Everyone moved, as they always do. This
was Mr. Wolff’s day. He went out with just 30 strokes
- five birdies and four
pars - and came home
in 35. His 65, the lowest
ever U.S. Open score
at Winged Foot, gained
nearly eight strokes on
the field though he hit
just two fairways. He
was 12 better than the
second round leader, Mr.
Reed, five better than
Mr. DeChambeau, and
three better than Louis
Oosthuizen. At 3:40,
Mr. Wolf assumed the lead with a 377 yard drive, a 187
yard 9-iron, chip, and 1-putt birdie at the 572 yard 9th—
only his tenth putt of the day. Mr. Reed bogeyed the
13th, 16th and 17th, as he slid down the leaderboard.
An hour before the leaders began, Norwegian Alex
Noren posted a 67, having hit just four fairways and nine
greens. He needed just 24 putts, 3 fewer than Mr. Wolf.
“I putted my life out,” said Mr. Noren. Whatever that
means.
Saturday was the last we would see Mr. Wolff as the
Continued on last page ...
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- was measured by just two categories: tee-to-green and
putting.

An Explanation of “Strokes Gained”

Off-the-Tee + Approach the Green + Around the Green +
Putting = Total Strokes Gained

In the spirit of improving our understanding of golf
performance by applying math and science, as is currently the fashion, it is time that we understand the Strokes
Gained system of measuring golf performance.
In 2007, Columbia University Professor Mark
Broadie created this statistical application that compares
a player’s performance to the average of the rest field,
rather than pinpointing just that player’s stats by themselves. Simply put, a player gains four strokes on the field
when he scores 68 and the field average is 72. Initially,
how the player came to their advantage - or disadvantage

This past June, greater detail was added by segmenting tee-to-green play into three categories: off-the-tee,
approach-the-green, and around-the-green. The total of
those three now comprises what was formerly the simple
tee-to-green stat.
Strokes Gained Off-the-Tee measures performance off
the tee on all par-4s and par-5s.
Strokes Gained Approach-the-Green includes tee shots
on par-3s, as well as approach shots on par-4s and par-5s.
Strokes Gained Around-the-Green measures any shot
within 30 yards of the green.
Putting is putting.

120th U.S. Open Championship - Winged Foot
Strokes Gained by the Top Three Players
Score

		
Rank

Total

Off

the Tee

Approach
the Green

Around

the Green

Putting

ALL ROUNDS
DeChambeau -6
1		
22.37		 5.38
6.98
5.42
4.59
Wolff E
2		16.37		 2.97
6.64
3.97
2.77
Oosthuizen +2
3		14.37		 2.78
1.55
3.62
6.42
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ROUND ONE
DeChambeau
Wolff
Oosthuizen

69
66
67

T14		3.56		 1.63
T2		6.56		0.91
T5		5.56		1.88

0.89
2.26
1.59

-0.17
1.42
1.16

1.21
1.96
0.94

68
74
74

1		7.28		2.23
T38		1.28		 0.48
T38		1.28		 -0.06

2.27
0.66
-2.46

1.46
0.31
1.94

1.32
-0.18
1.86

70
65
68

T8		3.63		0.24
1		8.63		0.83
T3		5.63		0.42

1.67
3.58
2.82

2.65
2.34
-0.23

-0.93
1.88
2.61

67
75
73

1		 7.9				 1.28
32		-0.1		0.75
T16		 1.9				 0.54

2.15
0.14
-0.4

1.48
-0.1
0.75

2.99
-0.89
1.01

ROUND TWO
DeChambeau
Wolff
Oosthuizen
ROUND THREE
DeChambeau
Wolff
Oosthuizen
ROUND FOUR
DeChambeau
Wolff
Oosthuizen
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... Continued from page 3.

In Conclusion - A Nod to D.B.F.

leader; or Mr. Noren as a contender. Mr. DeChambeau
went to the practice range that evening to figure it out.
“I want to play as hard as possible,” Mr. DeChambeau
said on Friday. “I feel like there’s (sic) so many holes out
there that I can take advantage of that some people can’t
... If I’m hitting the driver far but all over the place, you
can’t make birdies from the rough. I still have to work on
hitting it straight while hitting it far.”
So he did that. On Sunday, he began the final round
two shots behind Mr. Wolff. Mr. DeChambeau evened
things after just four holes. He took the lead at the 5th
with a par, matched eagles with Mr. Wolff at the 9th,
gained another stroke at the 10th with a par, one at the
11th with a birdie; moved to four ahead with par at the
14th; and six ahead with a par at the 16th. Eight strokes
separated the two players’ two rounds on Sunday.

Sam Snead’s swing and stylish approach to golf was
rhythmic, strong, accomplished, admired like a work of
performance art—not dissimilar, for aficionados of both
disciplines, to Leontyne Price at La Scala.
Bryson DeChambeau and Matthew Wolff’s swings
and styles - not so much. They are effective, but not attractive. This opinion was made obvious by the spotlight
they shared at Winged Foot.
Watching Mssrs. DeChambeau and Wolff on those
U.S. Open days, we were reminded of Jimmy Soul’s
1963 recording of Get an Ugly Girl to Marry You.
There is a break in the middle of the song, written by
Rafael de Leon, where Mr. Soul and a background singer
exchange the following conversation:
Say Man.

Mr. DeChambeau, the only player under par on
Sunday and, indeed, for the championship, gained 7.9
strokes on the field on Sunday—second only to Johnny
Miller’s final 63 at Oakmont in 1973. Mr. DeChambeau hit only 23 fairways for the week—the fewest by
a U.S. Open champion in the 40 years that statistic has
been tracked. He averaged 325.6 yards off the tee for the
week—the highest ever for a U.S. Open champion.

Hey baby.
I saw your wife the other day.
Yeah?
Yeah, she’s ugly.
Man, she’s ugly but she sure can cook, baby.
Yeah? Alright ...

As an indication of the absence of penalty for playing from the rough, Mr. DeChambeau finished fifth
in greens in regulation (46), despite tying for 26th in
fairways hit (23).

[back to singing]
If you wanna be happy
For the rest of your life,

Mr. Oosthuizen observed, “You could see early on
what Bryson and Matt were going to do, and Bryson is
playing his own little golf course at the moment.”

Never make a pretty woman your wife,
So from my personal point of view,
Get an ugly girl to marry you.

						
Yours vy truly,

For F.R.H-M.:
“Socialism is a philosophy of failure, the creed of
ignorance, and the gospel of envy. Its inherent virtue is
the equal sharing of misery.”
			

Gary A. Galyean
Editor & Publisher

Winston S. Churchill
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